TO: ALL CHILD CARE LICENSEES AND PROVIDERS

Original signed by Pamela Dickfoss

FROM: PAMELA DICKFOSS
Deputy Director
Community Care Licensing Division

SUBJECT: U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION FISHER-PRICE INFANT EQUIPMENT ACCESSORY RECALL

Provider Information Notice (PIN) Summary
PIN 19-10-CCP informs all child care licensees and providers of the recent recall of the Fisher-Price Ultra-Lite Play Yard with Inclined Sleeper.

On June 27, 2019, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) issued a safety recall on the Fisher-Price Ultra-Lite Play Yard with Inclined Sleeper due to infant fatalities in the infant sleepers. The identified recalled item is the inclined sleeper accessory portion that comes with all models of the Fisher-Price Ultra-Lite Day & Night Play Yards. Infant fatalities were reported while using similarly designed inclined sleepers after the infants rolled from their back to their stomach or side while unrestrained, or under other circumstances.

Licensees should immediately stop using the inclined sleeper portion of the Fisher-Price Ultra-Lite Play Yard. The CPSC recommends contacting Fisher-Price for a refund or a voucher. The CPSC stated consumers can continue to use the play yard portion of the product without the sleeper accessory.
To obtain further details about the Fisher-Price recall, please visit the CPSC website at:


Below is a picture of the recalled item:

Please note, this CPSC recall is in addition to earlier CPSC recalls issued in April 2019. The recalls of the Fisher Price Rock N Play sleeper and all models of Kids II Sleepers are referenced in PIN-19-06-CCP.

If you have any questions, please contact your local regional office.